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Chapter 4 

Mandarin-internal Evidence Against the Adjective Category  

    The similarities between Chinese PAs and verbs have long been noticed by many 

linguists such as Dragunov (1960), Chao (1968), and McCawley (1992). In this 

chapter, the morphosyntactic behaviors of Chinese PAs are compared with that of 

indubitable verbs. The preconceived PAs show no difference from verbs in their 

categorial function and in their ability to be aspectual-marked. In addition, it is argued 

that just as in English, many verbs are both lexicalized as transitive and intransitive 

verbs depending on whether they take objects. PAs in Chinese exhibit the same 

characteristics, evidenced by the fact that some of them behave in the same way as 

unaccusative verbs. Further evidence also comes from conjunction and N’-ellipsis to 

argue against treating PAs as independent adjectives. Finally, the AABB pattern for 

reduplication fails to serve as a test for adjectivehood, and it is maintained that verbs 

reduplicate in the ABAB pattern and that only a subgroup of them undergo AABB 

reduplication. We suggest that the adjectival concepts and functions are not 

syntactically realized as a distinct category but encoded in the category of verbs in 

Mandarin Chinese.  
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4.1 Putative Adjectives as Predicates 

According to Bhat (1996), in the case of languages in which two different sets of 

lexical items constitute distinct categories, there is generally a difference between 

their own categorial uses and non-categorial (extended) uses. Take English for 

example, in which verbs and adjectives have been unquestionably justified as two 

distinct categories. Adjectives occur in their unmarked, bare form in the pronominal 

position and require affixes or an auxiliary as a tense-bearer to function as predicates. 

The following examples are adopted from Bhat (1996). 

(145) This is a wide road.    (Categorial function as an attributive adjective) 
 
(146) The road is wide.      (Extended function as a predicate; a copula is required) 
  
(147) They have widened this road.   (Extended function as a predicate) 

Verbs, on the other hand, occur in their unmarked, bare form as predicates, and 

when they occur in pronominal position, they have to be changed into participles: 

(148) He broke a vase.          (Categorial function as predicate) 
    
(149) It is a broken vase.        (Extended function as a pronominal modifier) 

   PAs and verbs in Mandarin Chinese also exhibit similar characteristics in this 

respect. The categorial use of a verb is to serve as a predicate in a sentence: 

(150) (Categorial function as predicate) 
張三      不停       咳嗽。    

     zhang1san1 bu4ting2    ke2sou4 
     zhang1san1 continuously cough 
     ‘Zhangsan is coughing continuously.’ 
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On the other hand, a verb has to be embedded in a relative clause with the relative 

marker de5 to extendedly function as a pronominal modifier: 

(151) (extended function as a pronominal modifier) 
 [不停       咳嗽]    的 張三      應該     是  感冒    了。 

      bu4ting2   ke2sou4  de5 zhang1san1 ying1gai1 shi4 gan3mao4 le5  
      continuously cough   DE zhangsan   may     be  catch.a.cold 
      ‘Zhangsan, who is coughing continuously, may have caught a cold.’ 

PAs, like verbs, can also function predicatively without the help of copula shi4, that is, 

they occur in their unmarked, bare form as predicates: 

(152) (Categorial function as predicate) 
這  西瓜     甜   。   

     zhe4 xi1gua1   tian2 
this watermelon sweet 
‘This watermelon is sweet.’ 

 
(153) (Categorial function as predicate) 

那本   書    便宜  。       
     na4-ben3 shu1  pian2yi2 

that-CL  book  cheap 
‘That book is cheap.’ 

Similarly, when PAs function as pronominal modifiers, they must occur in 

de5-relative clauses. Therefore, unlike in English, being pronominal modifier is not 

the categorial function but an extended one for PAs in Chinese. Hengeveld (1992) 

also suggests that an adjective is a lexical item which WFM (without further measure9) 

can be used as the modifier of a noun.  

 

                                                 
9 Hengeveld (1992) refers to “further measures” as the additional grammatical machinery required to 
allow a lexical item to appear in an extended syntactic role. In Chinese, such “further measure” is the 
requirement of the relative marker de5. 
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(154) (Extended function as a pronominal modifier) 
我 不    該    相信      [花心]      的 男人。 

     wo3 bu4  gai1  xiang1xin4  hua1xin1   de5 nan2ren2 
     I   not   should believe.in   womanizing DE man 
     ‘I should not believe in a womanizer.’ 
 
(155) (Extended function as a pronominal modifier) 

那個  [英俊]   的    男孩     是   我  弟弟。 
     na4ge5 ying1jun4 de5   nan2hai2 shi4  wo3 di4di5 
     that-CL handsome DE   boy      is    I  brother 
     ‘That handsome boy is my brother.’  

Nouns serving as nominal predicates never exhibit such characteristics and thus there 

is no problem for them to be identified as a distinct category: 

(156) 張三     *(是) 我的    同學。 
zhang1san1  shi4 wo3de5 tong2xue2 
zhangsan    is   my    classmate  
‘Zhangsan is my classmate.’ 

 
(157) 他 *(是)  醫生 。 
      ta1  shi4 yi1sheng1  

he   is  doctor 
‘He is a doctor.’ 

Prenominal verbal phrases before de are relative clauses modifying the head 

noun and de is the head of DP (cf. Kayne 1994, Simpson, 2002, 2003, Saito et al. 

2008). For a lexical item to belong to the adjectival class, it must be able to modify a 

noun without any further measure (Hengeveld 1992, Beck 2002). That is, if a lexical 

item needs other morphosyntactic support in its noun-modifying function, it is not an 

adjective. Such ‘other morphosyntactic support’ in English is the participle morpheme 

as in the running boy, and in Mandarin Chinese, it is de. Therefore, we argue that 
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adnominal PAs are verbal predicates inside relative clauses just like that contain verbs, 

and that is why de5 is required. Such reasoning can explain why some typical PAs 

like piaoliang ‘pretty’ require de5 when modifying nouns instead of directly 

juxtaposing with nouns as is the case in many adjective-forming languages do: 

(158) 她 是  個   漂亮     *(的)  人。 
      ta1 shi4 ge5  piao4liang4 de5  ren2  

she is  CL   pretty     DE  person 
‘She is a pretty person.’ 

 
(159) *她 是  個   漂亮      人。 

ta1 shi4 ge5  piao4liang4 ren2  
she is  CL   pretty     person 

      Intended reading: same as (155) 

Another piece of evidence to support that adnominal PAs are verbal predicates 

inside relative clauses is that they can be inflected for aspect, which is uncharacteristic 

for typical attributive adjectives in other languages:  

(160)  別 喝  那碗    [已經   冷   了] 的 湯。 
bie2 he1 na4wan3 yi3jing1 leng3 le5 de5 tang1  
do not eat that-CL already cool.down ASP  DE  soup 
‘Do not eat that bowl of soup which has already cooled down.’ 

     
(161) 我  [痛   了 很  久] 的  頭 終於      治療好     了。 
      wo3 tong4 le5 hen3 jiu3 de5 tou2 zhong1yu2 zhi4liao2hao3 le5  

I  ache ASP very long DE   head finally  cure     ASP 
‘The headache which I have had for a long time has finally been cured.’ 

     
(162) 那個  [曾經     富有    過]  的 老人     現在    一無所有。 
      na4ge5 ceng2jing1 fu4you3 guo4 de5 lao3ren2  xian4zai4 yi4wu2suo3you3  

that-CL used.to   rich    ASP  DE old.man  now    empty.handed 
‘That old man who used to be rich is now empty-handed.’ 
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4.2 N’-ellipsis 

   Saito and Murasugi (1990), and Lobeck (1990), enlightened by the fact that 

N’-ellipsis is possible only when it strands a genitive phrase, suggest that ellipsis 

involves function heads (D, T, C), and that the deletion of the complement is allowed 

only when the Spec position is filled. Examples are from Saito et al. (2008). 

(163) I have read Bill’s book, but I haven’t read [DP John’s [NP book]] 
 
(164) *I have edited a book, but I haven’t written [DP a [NP book]] 
 
(165) *I have seen the book, but I haven’t had a chance to read [DP the [NP book]] 

They propose the following structure to illustrate that the so called N’-ellipsis is 

NP-deletion within DP, and the grammaticality of (163) is attributed to that fact that 

the genitive phrase occupies the DP Spec position. 

(166) (Saito et al. 2008: 302)      

N’-ellipsis 
DP 

 
      XP      D’ 
       
           D      NP
 

VP-ellipsis 
TP 

 
      XP       T’ 
       
            T     vP

 

CP-ellipsis 
CP 

 
      XP       C’ 
       
           C      TP

 

    Saito et al. (2008) argue that in Japanese only argument + no licenses the ellipsis, 

but not adjunct + no, since arguments can move to DP Spec but adjuncts cannot.  
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(167) (Saito et al. 2008: 304) 
     [Taroo no taido]- wa   yoi ga, [Hanako no taido]- wa   yoku nai 
           no attitude-TOP good though    no attitude-TOP good not 
     ‘Though Taroo’s attitude is good, Hanako’s isn’t.’ 
 
(168) *[Hare no hi]-wa   yoi ga,    [ame no hi]-wa  ochikomu 
      clear no day-TOP good though rain no day-TOP feel-depressed 
      ‘Clear days are OK, but I feel depressed on rainy days.’ 

The stranded no-phrase in (167) is a subject, but ame ‘rain’ in (168) is an adjunct. It is 

interesting to find English counterparts below. 

(169) (Saito et al. 2008: 304) 
     [DP the [NP destruction of the city then]] 
  
(170) [DP the city’s [NP destruction t then]] 
 
(171) *[DP then’s [NP destruction of the city t]] 

The above examples indicate that only arguments can undergo A-movement to a Spec 

position to license N’-ellipsis. Unlike Japanese no, which is argued to function as a 

“modifying marker” within NP (Saito et al. 2008), Simpson (2003), in following the 

antisymmetry analysis of Chinese relative clauses (cf. Kayne 1994), argues that de is 

the head of DP. Therefore, the phrase preceding de is in DP Spec, and we can predict 

that the post-de phrase can always be elided, which is borne out by the following 

examples.  
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(172) (Saito et al. 2008: 309) 
     [張三     的 車]  比 [李四10   的  車]  更   貴。 
               de5 che1 bi3       de5  che1 geng4 gui4  
      zhangshan DE car  compare lisi DE  car  more expensive 
      ‘Zhangsan’s car is more expensive than Lisi’s.’ 
 
(173) [羅馬   的 毀滅]      比    [巴黎 的 毀滅]    更  慘烈。 
     luo2ma3 de5 hui3mie4  bi3    ba1li2 de5 hui3mie4 geng4 can3lie4 
     Rome   DE destruction compare Paris DE destruction more disastrous 
     ‘Rome’s destruction was more disastrous than Paris’s.’ 

Ba1li2 ‘Paris’ is an argument of hui3mie4 ‘destruction’ and thus can move to Spec DP 

to legitimate N’-ellipsis. The contrast between arguments and adjuncts is illustrated 

further in (174), where yu3 ‘rain’ is a nominal adjunct and therefore is excluded from 

Spec DP. 

(174) *雨  的  天 
      yu3 de5 tian1 
      rain DE day 
      Intended reading: ‘rainy day’ 

Since pre-de5 materials are in DP Spec, Saito et al. (2008) illustrate a relative 

clause occupies DP Spec by moving the remnant TP in the spirit of Kayne (1994).   

(175)       DP  

  Rel. Clause      D’ 

            D         NP

           de 

The following examples lend support to their assumption: 

 

                                                 
10 Saito et al. (2008) assume that possessors as well as temporals and locatives can be directly merged 
at DP Spec.  
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(176) (Saito et al. 2008: 314) 
  [[我 昨天    看見]    的 男孩]   比 [[你  昨天    
  wo3 zuo2tian1 kan4jian4 de5 nan2hai2 bi3  ni3 zuo2tian1  

I  yesterday see      DE  boy    than you yesterday 
看見]    的  男孩]   更   有   錢。 
kan4jian4 de5 nan2hai2 geng4 you3 qian2  

   see      DE  boy    more have  money 
  ‘The boy I saw yesterday is richer than the boy you saw yesterday.’ 
 
(177) [[我 喜歡]   的 女孩]    跟 [[ 你 喜歡]  
     wo3 xi3huan1 de5 nuu3hai2 gen1  ni3 xi3huan1  
      I   like     DE girl      with   you like 

的 女孩]    是 同      一個 人。 
de5 nuu3hai2 shi4 tong2   yi1ge5 ren2  

     DE  girl      is  the.same one-CL person 
    ‘The girl I like is the same one you like.’ 

    If PAs in Mandarin Chinese are adjective adjuncts in DP, they will be excluded 

from Spec DP and no N’-ellipsis is allowed. However, they are able to be in Spec DP 

and N’-ellipsis is also acceptable as shown in (178). 

(178) [[花俏]    的 衣服]  比     [[樸素]    的   衣服]  
     hua1qiao4 de5 yi1fu2 bi3     pu2su4  de5  yi1fu2  

fancy     DE clothes compare  plain    DE   clothes 
更      讓    人   印象       深刻。 

geng4   rang4 ren2  yin4xiang4 shen1ke4  
     even.more make  people impression  deep 
     ‘Fancy clothes make even more of an impression on people than plain ones.’ 

Therefore, PAs occurring before de are not simply adjunct modifiers in pronominal 

positions; they are predicates inside relative clauses, which strongly validates the 

non-necessity of a verb-adjective distinction in Mandarin Chinese. 
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4.3 [PA+N] as Compounds 

In cases where de5 is not allowed as in 好人 hao3 ren4 ‘good person’ or 貴婦 

gui4 fu4 ‘noble woman’, hao3 ‘good’ and gui4 ‘noble’ are not predicates inside 

relative clauses, instead, they constitute a compound with their head noun (McCawley 

1992) and are N-zero level, evidenced by the fact that they are not susceptible to 

phrasal rules, degree modification and negation: 

(179) *他  是 [N0 好 人]   還是   [N0 壞   人] ？ 
      ta1 shi2  hao2 ren2  hai2shi4  huai4 ren2 
      he is   good person or  is    bad  person 
      ‘Is he a good person or a bad one?’ 
 
(180) *他 是 [好] 還是   [壞] 人？ 
      ta1 shi4 hao3 hai2shi4 huai4 ren2 

   he is good  or    bad  person 
   ‘Is he a good person or a bad one?’ 

 
(181) *他 是 一個   很  壞    人。 
      ta1 shi4 yi1ge5 hen3 huai4  ren2 
      he is  one-CL very bad    person 
      ‘He is a very bad person.’   
 
(182) *這  是一輛      不   新  車。 
      zhe4 shi4 yi1liang4 bu4  xin1 che1  
      this is   one-CL  not   new car 
      ‘This is a car which is not new’ 

Moreover, evidence from topicalization further strengthens their N-zero status: 

(183) (Her 1998) 
     衣服，我  喜歡     紅   的 [e] 。 
     yi1fu2 , wo3 xi3huan1 hong2 de5   

clothes, I   like      red  DE  
‘As for clothes, I like red ones.’          
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(184) *衣服，我  喜歡     紅 [e] 。 

     yi1fu2 , wo3 xi3huan1  hong2  
     clothes, I  like   red 
     Intended reading: same as (179) 
 
(185) 紅   衣服，我  喜歡    [e]。                 

 hong2 yi1fu2, wo3 xi3huan1 
red   clothes, I   like 
‘I like red clothes.’                   

In (183) hong2 ‘red’ before de5 is a relative clause and is not a constituent with yi1fu2 

‘clothes’, and thus yi1fu2 ‘clothes’ can be topicalized. Nevertheless, in (184) hong2 

yi1fu2 ‘red clothes’ is a compound and only the intact constituent can be topicalized 

as in (185). Therefore, [PA de+N] is a phrasal unit where PA is in fact V inside the 

relative clause while [PA+ N] is a compound.  

 

4.4 Aspectual Marking 

The following argument is concerned with the concatenation of aspect markers 

with PAs, including the perfective aspect –le5, the imperfective aspect zai4–, –zhe5, 

and the experiential aspect –guo4 (Li & Thompson 1981). Each major syntactic 

category has a particular set of inflections associated with it across languages (Croft 

1991: 79). Croft (1991: 79) suggests that though languages may not utilize all the 

inflectional possibilities, they draw from the same set of inflections for each syntactic 

category, and a periphrastic means is always available to indicate the concepts 
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indicated inflectionally in other languages. The standard inflectional categories found 

for adjectives and verbs are summarized below: 

Adjectives: comparative, superlative, equative, intensive (“very 
Adj”), approximative (“more or less Adj” or “Adj-ish”), 
agreement with head 

  Verbs: tense, aspect, mood and modality, agreement with subject 
and object(s), transitivity 

                                         (Croft 1991: 79) 

Since tense and aspect are restricted to verbs, it is strong evidence for the 

verbhood of those PAs if they can be aspectually marked. 

4.4.1 Perfective aspect marker –了 –le5 

 Both verbs as in (186) and PAs in (187) and (188) can be inflected for the 

perfective aspect to indicate completion11 of a process or to denote the wholeness of a 

state. 

(186) 我們    爭執     了  三個      小時。 (verb) 
     wo3men5 zheng1zhi2 le5  san1-ge5  xiao3shi2        

we      argue     ASP three-CL   hour 
‘We argued for three hours.’ 
 

(187) 他 瘦    了  好   一 陣子。 (PA) 
ta1 shou4 le5  hao3 yi1zhen4zi5                   
he thin   ASP for.a.while 
‘He has become thin for a while.’ 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
11 The semantic contribution of verbal-le has been debated in the literature. Some linguists argue that 
verbal-le does not always provide a terminative/completive meaning, and therefore –le is a realization 
marker instead of a perfective aspect marker (cf. Liu 1988, Sybesma 1997, Lin 2003). However, Soh 
and Gao (2006) maintain that verbal-le is a perfective aspect marker. In this paper, we follow Soh and 
Gao’s arguments that verbal-le denotes perfective/terminative meanings.  
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(188) 這個     歌手    只  紅    了   三   年。 (PA) 
      zhe4ge5  geshou  zhi  hong  le   san  nian 
      this-CL   singer   only popular ASP three year 
      ‘This singer was popular for only three years.’ 
 

4.4.2 Imperfective aspect markers –著 –zhe5 and 在– zai4– 

 Chinese PAs, like state verbs (e.g., in (189)) and action verbs (e.g., in (190)), 

can co-occur with the postverbal imperfective aspect marker –zhe5. 

(189) 約翰     喜歡    著  瑪莉。 (state verb) 
      yue1han4 xi3huan1 zhe5 ma3li4 
      John     like     ASP Mary 
      ‘John likes Mary.’  
 
(190) 老師    在  教室    裡    罵      著  張三。 (action verb) 
      lao3shi1 zai4 jiao4shi4 li3    ma4     zhe5 zhang1san1 
      teacher  at  classroom-LOC reprimand ASP zhangsan 
      ‘The teacher is reprimanding Zhangsan in the classroom.’ 
 
(191) 這   房子   空        著  呢！ (PA) 
      zhe4 fang2zi3 kong1     zhe5 ne5  

this  room   unoccupied ASP SFP 
‘This room is unoccupied.’ 

 
(192) 我   肚子   正       餓    著。 (PA) 
      wo3 du4zi3  zheng4   e4    zhe5  

I    stomach right.now hungry ASP 
      ‘I am hungry right now.’ 
 
(193) 孩子們      正       高興       著   呢！ (PA) 
      hai2zi5-men5 zheng4   gao1xing4  zhe5  ne5 
      child-PL     right. now happy     ASP  SFP 
      ‘The children are happy right now.’ 

 In addition, preverbal zai4 can also denote the duration of an event. Both PAs 

and action verbs are able to concatenate with it. 
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(194) 那對   夫妻            在  吵架。 (action verb) 
      na4dui4 fu1qi1          zai4 chao3jia4 
      that-CL husband.and.wife ASP quarrel 
      ‘That couple is quarreling.’ 
 
(195) 我   腳  在  痛,   不能     跑步。 (PA) 
      wo3 jiao3 zai4 tong4  bu4neng2 pao3bu4 

my  leg  ASP painful cannot   run 
‘My leg hurts so much that I can’t run.’ 

  
(196) 老師    在  忙,     別  打擾   他。 (PA) 
      lao3shi1 zai4 mang2  bie2 da3rao3 ta1  
      teacher  ASP busy   don’t bother he 
      ‘The teacher is busy. Do not bother him.’ 
 

4.4.3 Experiential aspect marker –過 –kuo4 

Finally, PAs, like verbs, can take the experiential aspect marker –kuo4 to denote 

that an event or a state has been experienced with respect to some reference time (Li 

& Thompson 1981). 

(197) 我   吃  過  他 作   的 飯。 (action verb) 
     wo3  chi1 guo4 ta1 zuo4 de5 fan4  

 I    eat  ASP he make DE meal 
‘I ate the meal he made.’ 

 
(198) 他  胖   過     一陣子。 (PA) 
     ta1  pang4 guo4  yi2zhen4zi5  
     he   fat   ASP  for.a.while 
     ‘He was fat for a while.’ 
 
(199) 我  不  記得     我  曾經     快樂    過。 (PA) 
      wo3 bu2 ji4de2    wo3 ceng2jing1 kuai4le4 guo4  

  I   not  remember I   used.to   happy   ASP 
  ‘I do not remember that I used to be happy.’ 
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Tense and aspect are important characteristics of verbhood; however, PAs have 

no problem concatenating with aspect markers to denote temporal meanings. A 

simpler generalization can be achieved only if PAs are in fact verbs. 

 

4.5 Transitivity, Semi-transitivity, and Intransitivity of Putative Adjectives 

Some linguists (Zhu 1982) argue that adjectives cannot take objects and when 

they take objects, they are verbs as in (201). It is implied that the ability to take 

objects serves as a criterion to differentiate adjectives from verbs. However, if we do 

not assume the existence of adjectival category based on the semantics of PAs in 

Mandarin Chinese, they are not different at all from verbs in terms of transitivity and 

intransitivity. 

(200) (Zhu 1982 :53) 
     我  很  委屈。 (adjective) 
     wo3 hen3 wei3qu1                    
      I  very be.wronged 
      ‘I feel wronged very much.’ 
 
(201)  委屈    你   了。(verb) 
      wei3qu1  ni3  le5                       
      wrong  you  ASP 
      ‘You have been wronged.’                          

However, when PAs do not take objects they still can take a verbal aspectual 

marker: 
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(202) 我 委屈      了   很久。 
      wo3 wei2qu1   le5   hao3 jiu3 
      I  be.wronged ASP  for.a.long.time 
      ‘I felt wronged for a long time.’ 

Therefore, they should be treated as intransitive verbs when they have no objects 

and as transitive verbs when taking objects, just like some of the English verbs are 

lexicalized both as transitive and intransitive depending on the linguistic context in 

which they occur. Sentence (203) contains a transitive verb and (204) its intransitive 

counterpart. Verbs in Mandarin Chinese also behave the same way as in (205-206). 

(203) Nothing worries me. (transitive) 
     
(204) She worries over her father’s health. (intransitive) 
 
(205) 我   很   尊敬        父母。 (transitive) 

wo3 hen3  zun1jing4    fu4mu3  
      I   very  respect       parents 
      ‘I respect my parents very much.’ 
 
(206)  我   對 12  父母   很    尊敬。 (intransitive) 

wo3 dui4  fu4mu3 hen3  zun1jing4  
       I    on   parents very   respect 
       ‘= (205)’ 

It makes the grammar simpler and more economical to treat putative adjectives as 

verbs, which can be transitive and intransitive in different contexts.  

                                                 
12 The dui4 here is the same as the semantically-empty dui4 in Huang et al. (2008) since (206) does not 
mean anything more than (205). It is different from the dui4 that has semantic content as in the 
following sentence: 
    這個    考試    對 我  而   言    非常       困難。 
    zhei4ge5 kao3shi4 dui4 wo3 er2  yan2  fei1chang2  kun4nan2 
    this-CL  exam    for me  to   say   very        difficult 
    ‘This exam is very difficult for me.’ 
I thank Prof. Feng-Fu Tsao for bringing up this point for me.  
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Huang et al. (2008) suggest that in Mandarin Chinese, the semantic objects of 

some adjectives (207) must be introduced by dui4. However, dui4 is also used to 

introduce the objects of intransitive verbs (208). 

(207) 學生       應該    對  老師     誠實。 
      xue2sheng1 ying1gai1 dui4 lao3shi1  cheng2shi2 
      student    should    to  teacher   honest 
      ‘Students should be honest toward their teachers.’ 
     
(208) 他   居然          對  我    咆哮。 
      ta1  ju1ran2       dui4 wo3   pao2xiao1  

he   unexpectedly   to   me   bluster 
‘He unexpectedly blustered out at me.’ 

Intransitive verbs take prepositional phrases as their complements to introduce 

their objects, and this is exactly the same as those in English: 

(209) I approve of your opinions. 
     
(210) My mother always worries about me.  

In this respect, most PAs in Chinese are intransitive verbs: they either only involve 

one participant and do not take objects or require prepositions in order to introduce 

their objects. Moreover, according to Perlmutter (1978), one-place predicates are 

divided into two kinds: unergative and unaccusative. The unaccusative verbs are 

underlying subjectless, and an addition of an external argument results in a causative. 

The fact that some PAs have unaccusative properties serves as good evidence for their 

verbhood. 
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(211) 週年慶        一 到， 我  荷包    就   瘦   了。 
zhou1nian2qing4 yi1 dao4 , wo3 he2bao1 jiu4  shou4 le5 
annual.sale     as  come my  purse   will  thin  SFP 
‘When the annual sale comes, I will spend a lot of money.’ 

 
(212) 她  亂   吃 減肥藥      不僅   傷    了 健康 。         
      ta1 luan4 chi1 jian3fei2yao4 bu4jin3 shang1 le5 jian4kang1   

she inappropriately take lose.weight medicine not.only harm ASP health 
還  瘦   了 荷包。 
hai2 shou4 le5 he2bao1 
and thin ASP purse 

‘She took medicine inappropriately so as to lose weight, which has harmed her 
health and cost her a lot of money. ’ 

 
(213) 吃  點    東西,    別   餓    著  肚子。 
     chi1 dian3  dong1xi1 bie2  e4    zhe5 du4zi3  
     eat  some  things   do.not hungry ASP stomach 
     ‘Eat something. Don’t let your stomach so hungry.’ 

In (211) shou4 ‘thin’ is an unaccusative verb with its theme argument moving to the 

subject position, while in (212) shou4 ‘thin’ is an unaccusative transitive verb with an 

addition of a clausal subject resulting in a causative.  

On the other hand, certain PAs behave like transitive verbs which are directly 

followed by their objects: 

(214) 我 幫    你  溫     酒。 
     wo3 bang1 ni2  wun1  jiou3  

I  help  you  tepid  liquor 
‘I will help you heat the liquor.’ 
 

(215) 我 在  冰箱       冰   了   可樂。 
     wo3 zai4 bing1xiang1 bing1 le5   ke3le5 

I  in  fridge       cold ASP  coke 
‘I am icing a Coke in the fridge.’ 
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(216) 老師     在     忙     國科會      計畫。 
      lao3shi1  zai4   mang2  guo2ke1hui4  ji4hua4 
      teacher  ASP   busy  National Science Council  project 
      ‘The teacher is busy with a National Science Council project.’ 

It makes Chinese grammar simpler if such PAs are justified as transitive verbs or 

intransitive verbs, or as both of them instead of listing them separately under two 

different categories in the lexicon, for which we see no syntactic motivation to do so. 

As for the examples of Zhu (1982) in (200) and (201), wei3qu1 ‘be wronged’ has a 

unified category, the verb, which is lexicalized as both transitive and intransitive verb.  

    In addition to transitive and intransitive verbs, some verbs in Mandarin Chinese 

are semi-transitive, which present a kind of ‘split’ between transitivity and 

intransitivity (Her 1997) in that they are like intransitive verbs that disallow 

postverbal objective NPs as in (217a), and they also behave similarly as transitive 

verbs in requiring an objective topic to be well-formed as in (217b). 

(217) a. *無  人    問津            這家   店。 
        wu2 ren2   wen4jin1        zhe4jia1 dian4 
        no  people  show.interest.in  this-CL  store 
        Intended reading: same as (217b) 
 
(217) b. 這家   店，  無  人      問津。 
       zhe4jia1 dian4  wu2 ren2    wen4jin1 
       this-CL  store  no  people  show.interest.in 
       ‘No people show interest in this store.’ 

Some Chinese PAs behave just like semi-transitive verbs, such as zai4hang2 ‘be good 

at’ and na2shou3 ‘be good at’, in that they require an objective topic and disallow 

postverbal objective NPs.  
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(218) a. *我  拿手        英文。 
        wo3 na2shou3    ying1wen2 
        I   be.good.at    English 
        Intended reading: same as (218b) 
 
(218) b. 英文，     我  拿手。 
        ying1wen2  wo3 na2shou3 
        English     I   be.good.at 
        ‘I am good at English.’ 

Furthermore, the following examples show that PAs are like verbs in terms of having 

different requirement for subcategorization.  

(219) *他 很   高興    [NP 這件     事]。 
      ta1 hen3 gao1xing4   zhe4jian4 shi4  
      he very happy        this-CL  matter 
      Intended reading: ‘He is very happy about that.’ 
 
(220) 他 很   高興     [XCOMP 見到    你]。 
      ta1 hen3 gao1xing4      jian4dao4 ni3  
      he very happy           see     you 
      ‘He is very happy to see you.’ 
 
(221) 他 很   高興     [COMP 妳 能   來]。 
      ta1 hen3 gao1xing4      ni3 neng2 lai2  
      he very happy          you can come 
      ‘He is very happy that you could come.’ 

In the framework of LFG, the functions COMP and XCOMP, whose corresponding 

elements in a c-structure are a CP or an IP, differ in whether there is an argument left 

open within them. XCOMP is a function containing an unsaturated SUBJ, which turns 

to an external element to obtain the value; therefore, it is reserved for non-finite 

clauses. On the other hand, COMP is reserved for complete sentential complements, 

which are finite clauses. Accordingly, gao1xing4 ‘happy’ is specified in the lexicon 
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that it subcategorizes for either a XCOMP or a COMP function but not an NP OBJ, 

while man3yi4 ‘content’ subcategorizes for an NP OBJ or a COMP but not a XCOMP.     

(222) 他 很  滿意   [NP 這件    事]。 
      ta1 hen3 man3yi4  zhe4jian4 shi4 
      he very content     this-CL  matter 
      ‘He is very content about this matter.’ 
 
(223) *他 很  滿意   [XCOMP 去 台北]。 
      ta1 hen3 man3yi4      qu4 tai2bei3   
      he very content        go  Taipei 
      Intended reading: ‘He is very content to go to Taipei.’ 
 
(224) 他 很  滿意   [COMP   妳 能    來]。 
      ta1 hen3 man3yi4      ni3 neng2 lai2  
      he very content        you can come 
      ‘He is very content that you can come.’ 

    In addition, if we follow Zhu’s (1982) argument that adjectives cannot take 

objects and if they do, they are verbs, the following sentences will result in two 

parsings since it is equally acceptable for an adjective or a verb to take a CP 

complement (e.g., in English). 

(225) 他 很   開心    [CP 你   做   了 這件    事]。     

      ta1 hen3 kai1xin1    ni3   zuo4 le5 zhe4jian4 shi4 
      he very  happy      you  do  ASP this-CL  thing 
      ‘He is happy that you did this thing.’ 
 
(226) 我  很   明白     [CP 中文       和 英文      是  不  一樣    的]。 

      wo3 hen3 ming2bai2    zhong1wen2 he2 ying1wen2 shi4 bu4 yi1yang4 de5 
      I very    understand    Chinese    and English    is  not  the.same DE 
      ‘I understand that Chinese and English are different.’ 

Kai1xin1 ‘happy’ and ming2bai2 ‘understand’ can be either an adjective or a verb 

since in English they are all possible. 
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(227) I am happy [CP that you can come]. 
 
(228) I think [CP that you can come].  

Therefore, if we postulate that PAs are just verbs, we can eliminate ambiguity and 

simply the grammar.  

 

4.6 Conjunction 

We suggest that the verb-adjective distinction is unnecessary in Mandarin 

Chinese and Chinese PAs are just verbs. Such position will be disfavored if PAs and 

verbs are unable to be conjoined together. However, the following examples illustrate 

that PAs can perfectly conjoin with VPs.  

(229) 這個    人  漸漸地    [[冷靜]     且 [恢復理智]] 。 
      zhei4ge5 ren2 jian4jian4di5 leng3jing4 qie3 hui1fu4 li3zhi4  
      this-CL person gradually   calm     and  regain composure 
      ‘This person gradually calmed down and (gradually) regained composure.’ 
 
(230) 學生      們    慢慢地     [[安靜]  而且   [開始   讀  書] 了] 。 
      xue2sheng1-men5 man4man4-di5 an1jing4 er2qie3 kai1shi3 du2 shu1 le5 
      student-PL       gradually     quiet   and    start    study  SFP 
      ‘The students gradually quieted down and started to study.’ 
 
(231) 張三      在   台下     默默地    [[傷心]     與 [哭泣]] 。 
     zhang1san1 zai4  tai2xia4   mo4mo4-di5 shang1xin1 yu3 ku1qi4  
     Zhangsan   at   stage.under silently     sad       and cry 
     ‘Zhangsan is silently sad and (silently) cries under the stage.’ 
 
(232) 他 偷偷地      [[生氣]    和  [咒罵    老闆]]。 
      ta1 tou1tou1-di5  sheng1qi4 he2  zhou4ma4 lao3ban3  
      he secretly       angry    and  curse     boss 
      ‘He is secretly angry and (secretly) curses his boss. ’ 
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In (229) and (230) the coordinator qie3/er2qie3 ‘and’ conjoins two V’s modified by 

the verbal manner adverb jian4jian4-di5/man4man4-di5 ‘gradually’ and in (231) and 

(232) the coordinator yu3/he2 also conjoins two V’s which are both modified by the 

verbal manner adverbs mo4mo4-di5 ‘silently’ and tou1tou1-di5 ‘secretly’. 

 

4.7 Reduplication 

In earlier studies (Zhu 1982, Li & Thompson 1981, Huang et al. 2008, and many 

others), it has been suggested that the reduplication pattern for disyllabic verbs is 

ABAB (e.g., tao3lun4 ‘discuss’  tao3lun4tao3lun4) and AABB for adjectives (e.g., 

gan1jing4 ‘clean’ gan1gan1jing4jing4), which has become a criterion for 

identifying adjectival category. However, AABB does not apply to many adjectives: 

(233) *美美麗麗 
mei3mei3li4li4 

 ‘rather beautiful’ 
 

(234)*花花俏俏 
     hua1hua1qiao4qiao4   

  ‘rather fancy’ 
 
(235) *殘殘忍忍 
      can2can2ren3ren3  
      ‘rather cruel’  

In addition, certain verbs can also be reduplicated as AABB; therefore, it cannot be a 

necessary or sufficient criterion for adjectivehood. 
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(236) 閃閃躲躲 
     shan3shan3duo3duo3 
     ‘to dodge’  
 
(237) 敲敲打打 
     qiao1qiao1da3da3  
     ‘to beat’ 
 
(238) 碰碰撞撞 
     peng4peng4zhuang zhuang4 
     ‘to collide’  
 
(239) 縫縫補補13

     feng2feng2bu3bu3  
‘to sew up’ 

As suggested by Huang et al. (2008), feng2feng2bu3bu3 ‘to sew up’ is still a verb 

since it needs the help of ba3 to introduce the preverbal NP as in ta1 ba3 na4-jian4 

yi1shang5 feng2feng2bu3bu3, chuan1-le5 hen3duo1 nian2 ‘He kept sewing and 

patching that coat and wore it for many years.’ Therefore, AABB is apparently not a 

sufficient condition for adjectivehood. 

Similarly, certain adjectives can undergo ABAB. Examples are from Tang 

(1982). 

(240) 漆黑漆黑 
     qi1hei1qi1hei1 
     ‘rather dark’  

                                                 
13 Huang et al. (2008:30) also noted that certain disyllabic verbs may also be reduplicated as AABB: 
  (40)a. chaorang  chaochaorangrang 
        argue.yell 
     b. fengbu  fengfengbubu 
       sew.mend 
     c. laiwang  lailaiwangwang 
       come.go ‘mutually visit’ 
They suggest that the AABB pattern does not turn these verbs into adjectives; however, they lose the 
ability to take a postverbal object.  
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(241) 筆挺筆挺 
      bi3ting3bi3ting3 
      ‘well-pressed’  

It is undesirable to regard that the AABB pattern forms as a necessary condition 

for adjectivehood because it will exclude many typical adjectives (e.g., mei3li4 

‘beautiful, hua1qiao4 ‘fancy’, and can2ren3 ‘cruel’). It is grammatically simpler and 

more economical to treat PAs as verbs. Thus, a subgroup of the verbs undergo AABB 

reduplication. Note that some of the PAs can be reduplicated both in AABB and 

ABAB, resulting in different meanings. For example, gao1xing4 ‘happy’ can be 

reduplicated as gao1gao1xing4xing4 and gao1xing4gao1xing4 and the former is a 

state verb denoting an emotional state while the latter is an action verb. 

    The above examples show that the verb-adjective distinction in Chinese still 

cannot be justified in terms of the ABAB and AABB reduplication patterns. We 

suggest that both ABAB and AABB are the reduplication patterns of verbs and 

generally, each of them apply to one of the verb classes: ABAB to action verbs and 

AABB to state verbs14.  

 

4.8 Remarks 

    With the Mandarin-internal evidence, we argue against the independent existence 

of the adjective category in Chinese since PAs have the same categorial and 

                                                 
14 However, there are exceptions. That is, some action verbs undergo AABB reduplication as in 
(236)-(239). 
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non-categorial functions with verbs, and they have no problem being 

aspectually-marked. N’-ellipsis and conjunction also favor our position. Moreover, we 

are with McCawley (1992), suggesting that [PA+N] is a compound.  

We also suggest that the requirement of the ‘dui4+NP’ phrase is subject to 

different argument structures, which identifies a subcategory of verbs. Similarly, as 

noted in Huang et al. (2008) that hen3 modification does not exclusively apply to 

adjectives and cannot serve as an identifying criterion, we suggest that hen3 actually 

modifies a subcategory of verbs: state verbs that are [+gradable]. Also, the ABAB and 

AABB reduplication patterns distinguish subcategories of verbs instead of labeling 

different lexical categories. 

 PAs are inevitably included in the classification of Mandarin verbs since there 

is hardly any differentiating characteristic for their independent existence. In Chao’s 

(1968) classification, PAs are intransitive Quality Verbs (e.g., da3 ‘big’), and in Her’s 

(1991), they are State Verbs which are [-active -process] (e.g., gao1 ‘tall’). Tsao (1996) 

also includes PAs in State Verbs (e.g., hao3 ‘nice’). Thus, the classification of PAs is 

in fact that of verbs and their differences can be well accounted for since they belong 

to different subcategories. 

     


